A preparation for the indoor Collegiate Tournament to be held at Harvard on February 26 and 27, was called to fill the office of senior captain. The club is now seeking a new member, and the try-out will be held on February 26 at 9:00 P.M. in the gymnasium.

Luzerne County Club Plans
Customary Christmas Dance

Plans were formulated at a recent meeting of the Luzerne County Club to hold a dance to be given at the Hotel Stirling in Scranton on December 27. This upcoming social event is one of a series of annual affairs sponsored by the club. Under the supervision of President J. S. Miller and J. L. Bailey, the dance will take place on the evening of December 27. Following the social function, a dance will be held on the following Sunday evening at the Hotel Stirling in Scranton.

Robertson Summons Spritzers

For all spritzers, the tournament will be held in Baltimore December 18 and 19.

University Conference Delegation Selected

More Than 2,000 Representatives Gather to Discuss Problems

C. O. A. OFFICERS TO HEAD FORUMS

Pennsylvania will send twenty delegates, both men and women, to the national conference to be held in New York City on January 26-27. The delegates will be selected in accordance with the district relations, social, and economic interests of the students throughout the United States. Similar arrangements will be made for five other states, who will be sent by the same mode of transportation. The delegation will be under the supervision of the University's social chairman.

The sessions of the assembly will be held in various locations throughout the country. The most prominent in the work of the assembly will be the meeting of the presidents of the various colleges. The presidents will meet in Philadelphia on January 26 to discuss problems.

The national council has been invited to send representatives to the assembly. The representatives will be selected in accordance with the district relations, social, and economic interests of the students throughout the United States. Similar arrangements will be made for five other states, who will be sent by the same mode of transportation.

Graduate Writes Alumni Anthem

Rev. Louis Benson Requests Submittal of Suitable Accompaniments

University "Quartet" Publishes Article Regarding Name That Has Been Victim of Various Changes

NITZSCHE ANNOUNCES FREE LECTURE SERIES

Mr. George W. Nitzsche, President of the University, announced yesterday that a series of periodic and free lectures will be given under the auspices of the University during the Christmas vacation. The first of these series will be given in the Administration of the New School for Girls at 82 and 84 Broad Street. The second will be given at the Freezer Club. Mr. Nitzsche has announced that these lectures will be free to the public and all members of the University, and that the lectures will be arranged for the first time on January 1st, when Yale and Pennsylvania open the Intercollegiate season.

For the benefit of the students who have lost anything, a list of all articles which have been turned over to the guard and which are still unclaimed, will be published weekly in the future.

Information is requested that any articles which are still unclaimed will be turned over to the guard and which are still unclaimed, will be published weekly in the future.

Information is requested that any articles which are still unclaimed will be turned over to the guard and which are still unclaimed, will be published weekly in the future.

Information is requested that any articles which are still unclaimed will be turned over to the guard and which are still unclaimed, will be published weekly in the future.

Information is requested that any articles which are still unclaimed will be turned over to the guard and which are still unclaimed, will be published weekly in the future.
NEW GYMNASIUM NAMED
PENNSYLVANIA PENALTY
(Continued from Page One)

COLUMBIA PRESIDENT DOGSFOOT CARPET

in the league basketball season. Although
the building will not be complete in every
detail by that time, it is expected that
more than 3000 seats will be available for
the games.

UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE
DELEGATION SELECTED
(Continued from Page One)

Our two mainstays - Over 100
HARDWICK and
CO.

FLOOR COVERINGS EXCLUSIVELY

la tiie foundation of all good furnishing
You are Invited to an Inspection of our
•eautiful Floors Make Beautiful Homes

Tou are Invited to an Inspection of our
beautiful Floors Make Beautiful Homes

RICH RARE ONTAL RUGS

AND CARPETS

Floor Coverings Exclusively

1339 WALNUT STREET

RITZ JEWELERS

CARDS UNUSUAL

2 STORES

NOW TRY THE BEST

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
ROOM 334, 4TH FLOOR
HOU STON HALL

MANUSCRIPTS LETTERS

BRENNIG 10

DATING\A\YCHRISTMAS CARDS

4075 MARKET ST. WEST PHILA.

BUTLER HAILS COLLEGE AS LIBERTY'S SOLE HOPE

In the same report in which he changed the
Church and State with inheritance.

COLUMBIA PRESIDENT DOGSFOOT CARPET

The University delegation is able to
be received in the Pennsylvania Railroad
on a special train leaving Philadelphia
December 22. The delegation included the
Red and Blue commission and Reverend
Lord Foster, a Christian Association secre-
tary; Henry Simon, Phildale-Talbotson,
Robert Snуется, E. Llochshields.

Richard Harris, Kipliy Tunne, John
Nis, and Richard Besman.

GIFT BOOKS

Books—30 per cent discount
Standard Sets—at a reduction of
10 to 50 per cent
Four or Ten Papers— $1.00 to $3.00
Book Sets—$2.50 to $5.00
Four or Ten Novelties
Illustrated Books

THE FINE ART
BOOK AND GIFT SHOP
3053 Woodland Ave

weave your Xmas
tangle the diffici-

lot Will help hie
selves or others
on the entrenched

THE TWIN PALM TREE
DINER WAGONS
219 and 215 So.

Beautiful Floors Make Beautiful Homes

The harmony of design and color to
RUGS AND CARPETs

for the foundation of all good furnishing
You are invited to an inspection of our
wonderful display of

FINE WOOL RUGS

Our two manufacturers—over 100 sizes

HARDWICK and MAGEE CO.

3120-3122 MARKET STREET PHILA.

STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE

We give you special rates on rental
You can save from $10 to $20
in a Rebuilt Typewriter
AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.

1200 ARCH STREET
1339 WALNUT STREET

2 STORES

LODGE—Day, brown and white collie.
Other plots return to 4040 Rymar St.,
Baltimore.

FRENETIC OUTER islands, any office

LOST Dog, brown

and white collie.

ROOM 9 HOUSTON HALL

Remember the folks at home

They Think of You All Year 'Round

The Best Gift on the Tree Will be One Selected at Our Shop.
Unique Gift Novelties from the Far Corners of the World.

EAT AT ANY HOURS

THE SYLVIA TAILORS INC.

1119 WALNUT ST.

JACK NEEDHAM

That's That

3000 Woodland Ave

Rookery Cafe

Dining and Dancing

Corb Ashley

Second Floor, W. W. Cor. 46th & Chestnut
Evergreen 369

Here's Proof

They're made of genuine imported heavy Black Scot
Grain, with a rugged double-knit leather-lined through-
out. Put it to any test you may.

$1200

Ed. Kolhoff

3611 Woodland Ave

Yes!

Lots of the fellows will be wearing "Sylvania" garments when
they go home to Mother, Dad and the Best Gift, over the
holidays.

They all have our very best wishes and we hope that d
some of you, who read this, will follow their example and
let us show the Way to Better Clothes Inc Less Expense This
Year.

THE SYLVIA TAILORS INC.

3000 Woodland Ave

GEO. H. GRIM

JACK NEEDHAM

You can use your Xmas-plow for
If you're bothered by that
unknown quantity in your Xmas problem—

1. 1. 1

Let "X" Equal What to Give Him

That will add to your 16th
day cheer.

Step up and have our ex-
pert mathematicians un-
tangle the difficulty!

Subtract just one X and you'll
be from the football.

And you can't decide on a
gift for dad or brother or
the clan.

For your "X" will dissolve
puzzlement into dunt to wear, selected
from our wonderful stock of haberdashery.

1800 Chestnut St

Call, write or wire for list.

Let's help you decide on the<br>best "X" for dad or brother or
the clan.

The SYLVIA TAILORS INC.

3611 Woodland Ave

GEO. H. GRIM

JACK NEEDHAM

That's That
COACH CARISS STRESSES COLLEGE WORK AT RALLY

Varsity Tutor Urges All Candidates to Maintain High Grades So That Men May Be Eligible

MANY ASPIRANTS ATTEND RALLY

Before a crowd of football candidates and their friends Friday evening at the U. S. National Bank Building recently, Dr. Walter Currie, coach of the Varsity also, stressed the importance of all aspirants for the various teams keeping up their scholastic work as the only way to put through a successful season this year. Coach Currie said that it was just as important to maintain good marks now as during the season and that fellow to do so might look or break this year's combination.

Dr. Currie aimed at his short speech that the new set which was enter- ed sometime ago for the Colleens, has entered and will be used for indoor prac- tice after the Princeton basketball game early in March. He also stated that a series of weekly discussions, to begin af- ter the holidays, has been arranged for the purpose of teaching prospective ball players the methods of play, infield and other various phases of the game.

In view of the strenuous schedule which has been taken up this year, Dr. Currie said that he hoped a good number of players and aspirants would turn out for the Varsity trials. Practice for the baseball will begin as soon as possible after the holidays.

Howard W. (Zip) Long, fourth of this year's Freshman combination, addressed the first-year men and explained the methods of try- ing and practicing for the ensuing sea- son. Coach Long stated that a Freshman team will be drawn up in a few days.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

STETSON HATS

STYLED FOR YOUNG MEN

THE WEST PHILADELPHIA TITLE AND TRUST CO.

ESTABLISHED 1889

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS $3,000,000

RESOURCES $10,000,000

TEMPORARY OFFICE 207 WALNUT STREET NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS PENDING THE COMPLETION OF OUR BANK AND OFFICE BUILDING AT N. E. COR 36TH AND WALNUT STREETS.

BANKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
2 P. C. Interest on Checking Accounts
2 P. C. Interest on Saving Fund Accounts

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Zimmerman's

MEN'S SHOES

ESTABLISHED 1867

137 South Broad St.
1222 Market St.

New Winter Coat, Ten or Black

THREE NEW FALL MODELS

THE GREATEST VALUES

In Philadelphia

Price Range $7.50 to $10

OPEN SATURDAY EVENING

Home Movies

You Will Find

Come To the

The Largest Clothes

Factory

In Town

The mills direct to the

store at wholesale prices.

You get rayon in higher grades

than the beginning of the season.

$5 Value, Silk-Faced

TUDEOS

Silk and cotton fabrics with

western designs. In sizes for

every Young man.

1995

THE FACTORY

PRICE

DO YOU KNOW THAT the greatest aircraft are on the WASHINGTON COLUMBUS ROUTE...

MILTON C. WORKS

AUCTION BRIDGE COMPLETE

1776 CHESTNUT STREET

The Greatest Values

In Philadelphia

Price Range $7.50 to $10

OPEN SATURDAY EVENING

Home Movies
WHILE WE ENJOY OUR VACATION

At the time ofdraft hosemen, when initials sound
clear and the cheer of the University buildings will soon
be heard behind the hoisted student, vacation will
tap the holidays which have been anticipated for so long
and for which so many plans and preparations have been
made, will have arrived. The air seems toingle with the
holiday spirit. A time of carefree happiness of Christmas
togetherness and merriymaking, and nothing is due until
after New Years. No neater is it a time of joy and happiness.
But while most of the student body is stinging happily
along, enjoying the pleasures of the moment, and glad of
the opportunity to forget daily worries and other duties, there
will be a small group of men here at the University who will go
on living and concentrating on the one thing for which
they are working—basketball. Although the campus will be
deserted of its students, the basketball season will have
opened and continued in their respective homes, the men on
the basketball teams to continue to train. They will main-
tain their own personal pleasure for the interest of the University
in this sport. From the North End to the South End there
will be erecting of hard work and long preparation for the games which
will play during the holiday season.

This, however, is not the only difficulty which faces
the basketball squad. The lack of a real vacation is not a small
deficit. The main problem which presents itself is the fact
that the teams will be playing most of their hardest games
without the support of the student body. No matter how
good a team is, it always needs a certain amount of backing in
both excitement and give encouragement when it suffers
a few losses. A team is, after all, needs a team is, after all,
a team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
team is, after all, needs a team is, after all, needs a
WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA
THE BEST THEATERS, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

B. F. KEITH'S THEATRE
Comedy, music and dancing will feature the big Christmas Week Festival of super-vivacious attractions to be presented at B. F. Keith's Theatre during the week of December 20. There will be several new faces among the artists making up the program and they include some of the most successful offerings which have been added to the vaudeville fold this season.

The Promise of Will Mahoney in the headline position assures all who are about to try something new in vaudeville to cheer them up. The heartiest laugh they have had in a year Mahoney, who is in "Why Be Shellfish?" and he works every minute in peace, something to keep his audience in the best of spirits. Mahoney, a versatile and versatility is his greatest asset. He possesses an excellent singing voice and is nimble a pair of legs as on the vaudeville stage. Many will remember Mahoney for his comedy triumphs in George White's "Scandals," but he is in his best in vaudeville.

Gaston and Andree, who came to America heralded as the rage of London and Paris, have created a sensation over here. This is their first visit to Philadelphia. Aside from their forced halls and supper clubs where society congregates. They offer a program of six numbers, each original and effective dance creation and are accompanied by Maura Shanley and Edna McKay.

Next Week's Delightful Entertainment

EELINOR GLYN'S

"LOVE'S BLINDNESS"

with

ANTONIO BOREO, PAULINE STARKIE

LILIAN TASHMAN, SAM DE GHANE

Beginning Saturday, Christmas Day

JOHN GILBERT
in King Vidor's Production
"BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT"

Wonderful Surrounding Program

STANLEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Graham Harris, Conductor

The Stanley Theatre
4105 Chestnut Street

Chestnut Street at 20th

Rates 10% Lower Than Other Companies
One Reason Why You Should Give Preference To a Yellow Cab
LOCUST 3200